PAGAN Bingo
A New Spin on a Modern Game!
Pagan Bingo Great for the Wee Pagans
(and not so wee pagans)
to have fun and learn at the same time.
YOU WILL NEED:
L Print off the PAGAN Bingo Cards
onto Cardstock
L Get some markers...small stones work well
L Cut out the tabs (shown to the right)
and fold them in half,
place them into a hat, or bowl or something...

For 2 to MANY Players
& FOR ANY AGE!
To Play:
L One person reaches in and pulls out a slip...
they call out the word
everyone looks for an image that best represents
that word...if they have a matching image
they put a stone (or marker) on it.
If they don’t have an image they must wait for the next word.
Place the Slip of paper back into the pile.
L Only one spot can be marked at a time. (If Earth
is called than only one image can be choosen of the
choices that may be available. If Earth is called again,
than a second marker on an Earth image can be placed.)
So choose your spots wisely.

L The Center Pentacle is a FREE spot
to put a marker or stone on
L The first one to get 5 stones in a row
(vertical, horizontal or diagonal)
needs to yell PAGAN to win!
L Optional: you can keep a tally of what words have
been called before someone yells PAGAN!!
But it really is just for fun of learning!
L Each card contains at least one image for each of the
listed tabs on the right!
L You can question someone if you are intrested
to know why they choose a particular spot...
it makes sense to put a marker on the
image of a goldfish in his bowl of water if Water or Earth was called but maybe not Air.
Many images can fall into multiple categories.
“Technically” there are no wrong answers!
L Included is a blank card and tab...mulitple copies of
the blank card can be made (as well as the blank tab) to
create PAGAN Bingo for yourself!
MOST OF THE IMAGES BELONG TO MICROSOFT
see disclaimer below

DISCLAIMER: Almost ALL images are from the Microsoft ClipArt Collection. Pagan Bingo and its images were created using Microsoft
Publisher. PAGAN Bingo can be printed off to be used for personal uses only. It and its images can not be sold or reproduced in any other manner. The remaining few images are my own photgraphs. I can not be held liable for the mis-treatment of PAGAN Bingo. --Rayne Storm ‘09
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